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Fig.1 Local mesh 
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Fig.2 Mach number contours of XPOLY 
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Fig.3 Mach number contours of FEFLO  










Fig.4 Multi-block grids of M6  
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Fig.5 Surface pressure distribution 









1 20% span experiment data
XPOLY inviscid solution
 









44% span experiment data
XPOLY inviscid solution
 









65% span experiment data
XPOLY inviscid solution
 









90% span experiment data
XPOLY inviscid solution
 










95% span experiment data
XPOLY inviscid solution
 
(e) 95% span 
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Fig.6 Comparisons of surface pressure coefficient on cuts 
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(a) Based on triangle meshes 
 
(a) Based on hybrid meshes 
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Fig.8 Honeycomb grids on surface and cross section 
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Fig.10 Convergence history of L2 density residual 
X/L
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Fig.11 Comparisons of surface pressure coefficient on the 
middle lines of lower and upper surfaces 
























Fig.12 Honeycomb grids of surface 
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Fig.14 Convergence history of L2 density residual 
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Beijing  100190, China 
Abstract:  In this paper, a new algorithm for solving Euler equations is developed and validated on polyhedral grids. 
A general solver which supports arbitrary mesh topology and three-dimensional complex geometry is constructed by 
using Fortran95 language. For spatial discretization, a new improved radial basis function method is proposed for gra-
dient calculation. An accurate and robust second-order reconstruction is achieved by using Kinetic Flux Vector Split-
ting scheme. The new method does not depend on the geometry of grid. Thus it is much less sensitive to the grid 
quality. With a point implicit relaxation time marching strategy, the solver remains stable at large time step. The test 
cases indicate that the algorithm and the solver developed in this paper are stable, accurate while exhibit good flexibil-
ity on mesh universality. 
Key words: polyhedral grid; honeycomb grid; radial basis function; kinetic flux vector splitting; unstructured; 
complex geometry; compressible flow; 
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